


15-6 Maintenance Investigation Narrative 

In order to properly assess·the maintenance condition of aircraft UH-60M 13-20624 there were three 

main avenues of investigation. Aircraft historical records inspection, aircraft logbook entry inspection 

and personnel interviews were conducted. The inspection of aircraft historical records took place at 

AASF #1 in Hammond, LA. personnel interviews were conducted at AASF #1 in Hammond, LA and at 

Jackson Barracks in New Orleans, LA. Aircraft UH60M 13-20624 was transferred to the LAARNG on 

9 JAN 15. Aircraft UH-60M 13-20624 only had 60.6 flight hours logged against the airframe at the time of 

the accident. 

Historical records were further subdivided into electronic and hard copy records covering airframe, 

Weight and Balance and Army Oil Analysis Program results. Electronic historical records inspected 

included: 

DA Forms 2408-5, 2408-5-1, 2408-15, 2408-15-2, 2408-16, 2408-16-2, 2408-17, 2408-19-2, 2408-20 

were inspected. Paper and electronic copies were obtained and submitted as exhibits. There were no 

major component changes recorded in the aircraft historical records. Specific to the mission being 

flown, AWR 1279 RS dated 13 JUN 14, Operations with Cockpit Doors/Windows and/or Cabin 

Doors/Windows Removed, was applied to aircraft UH-60M 13-20624. 

Hard copy only historical records were also inspected. No issues noted. 

ected. No issues were noted. All records appear to be complete 

and accurat AARNG), a member of the Safety 

Investigation Team, along with LAARNG) qualified as a 

Weight and Balance Technician, computed a 365-4F for the specific configuration(MARSOC team 

w/equipment) of aircraft UH-60M 13-20624 on the night of the accident. The aircraft was well within 

Center-of-Gravity (CG) limits throughout mission profile. 

Electronic aircraft logbook [Unit Level Logistics System-Aviation (Enhanced), ULLS-A(E)] entries were 

inspected and no deficiencies were noted. There were no major maintenance actions or procedures 

completed by the LAARNG. All scheduled maintenance procedures were completed. All DA Form 2408-

13 and DA Form 2408-13-1 entries appear to be complete and accurate. All DA Form 2408-12 entries 

appear accurate and complete. There were no open faults on DA Form 2408-13 that could affect aircraft 

airworthiness. 

Personnel interviews were conducted with four individuals that were primarily responsible for the 

maintenance and maintenance record keeping for aircraft UH-60M 13-20624 A SF 

#1, LAARNG), AASF #1, LAARNG), 



Deliberations 
AR 385-40, Tables B-1/B-5 

Type Anomalies/Findings TE SI 
(See Below) AR 395-40 (Army Accident Investigations and Reporting), Appendix B TASK SYSTEM 

Army Accident Investigator's Handbook (https://safety.army.mil/REPORTING I NVESTIGATION/Regulationsa ndGulda nce.aspx) ERROR INADEQUACIES 

PBNC ULLS-A(E) LAPTOP WITH ELECTRONIC AIRCRAFT LOGBOOK NOT CARRIED ON BOARD TE 
AIRCRAFT DURING OPERATION AS REQUIRED BY DA PAM 738-751 PARA. 1-14 C. 

., 

P&C- Present and contributing O - Observation Material 
PBNC - Present but not contributing F-Freebee Human 
P&C S/D-Present and contributing to$.eVerity of i_njuryorda"1age Environment 



~-····· -.. · '' •, 

SWORN STATEMENT 
':'Fof.use of !his form, see AR 190-45; the proponent agency Is PMG. 

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT 
AUTHORITY: Tltle 10, USG Section 301; Title 5, USC Section 2951; E.O. 9397 Soolal Security Number (SSN). 

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE: To document potential criminal aotlvlty Involving the U.S. Army, and to allow Army officials to maintain discipline, 
law and order through Investigation of complaints a~d Incidents. 

f{OUTINE USES: Information provided may be further disclosed to federal, slate, local, and foreign government law enforcement 
agencies, prosecutors, courts, child protective services, victims, witnesses, the Department of Veterans Affairs, and 
tha Office of Personnel Management. Information provided may be used for determinations regarding judicial or 
non·Judlolal punishment, other administrative disciplinary actions, security clearances, recruitment, retention, 
placement, iind other personnel iictlc;ms. 

DISCLOSURE: Disclosure (lfypµr, ~SN and other Information ls voluntary. 

1. LOCATIO,N 

Hammond, LA 
, FIRST NAME, MIDDLE NAME 

Jack 
8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS 

244thAVN ' 
9, 

2. DATE (YYYYMMDD) 
2015/03/20 
6. SSN 

3. TIME 

0735 
4. FILE NUMBER 

7. GRADE/STATUS 

E8/1SG 

-----------'WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH: 

IO; Ploasci state your name, rank, duty position, and unit of assignment. 

WIT: My name is 
here in Hammond. 

, I iim , 1-244th and I am also 

IO: lSG could you tell us about your maintenance relationship with Aircraft 624. 

WIT: I was assigned 624 as being the primary techincal inspector for that aircraft. During the short time it was located here in 
Hammond I did all the TI work when it came to any specific maintenance that w.as done on the airframe. To my knowledge, there 
wiis ve1y little done to the aircraft from the time we took posse~sion of it, I think there was one 40 hour check and a couple of 
torque checks and/or tension cable checks and that was pretty much it while it was here. 

IO! Being the prlmai·y techincal inspector, you also handled all the histol'ical records, weight and balance. Could you elaborate on 
that? · · 

WIT: Yes sir, when we received the aircraft from Lake Hurst I filed and maintained all the histol'ical records and 1·evlewed and 
maintained the weight and balance records. The only specific change made to the records was a specific 365-4 format that we use 
here at the facility which consist of3 basic formats that we.used throughout the UH 60 fleet here at this facility. 

IO: Do you know of any maintenance issues that may.have not been documented 01' the crew chiefs didn't write 11p or anything of 
that nature? 

WIT: Yes, it came to light that all of the packseats that were removed that none of the weight and balance entl'ies was made for the 
removal of that equipment. Prior to the aircraft leaving Hammond I got with SSG Lance Bergeron who was the prima1y crew chief 
and explained to him that these write ups needed to be made on the 13-1 and I came back later and discovered that they still were 
not made and I sat down with who was a crew chief on another bird. I sat down and wrote all the required entt'ies that 
were to be made on the aircraft that could be affected by this mission. At that point a little later I came back to SSG Bergeron and 
again the entries were not made. ISpecifically told him to make those entdes before those aircrafts left, because to my knowledge 
they hadn't removed the sea1s at that till).e, After the notification of the accidentI had found out that they still had not made the 
entries for the removal of the packseats and anythlng else to include the pilot and co-pilot doors as well. At that time I was not 
aware that they were going to be removing the doors but those were required enb'ies that needed to be made but were not. 

·. ·' 

10. EXHIBIT 11. INITIAL • • • • . '.. . c TATEMENT 
PAGE 1 OF 3 PAGES 

ADDITIONAL PAGES MUsr CONTA/N;THE HEADING "STArEMENT OF TAKEN AT DATED 

THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONALP/IPE;MUST BEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING rHE STArEMENT, AND PAGE NUMBER 
MUST BE INDICATED. . 

DA FORM 2823, NOV 2006 PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE APO PE v1.01ES 










































































































































